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Purpose of this session

Is ..

- To share observation

- Biased (MS, Large org)

- Raise questions

- Foster dialogue

- Identify shared actions

Is not ..

- An MS pitch though I’m biased
and will use MS examples

- Product focused

- A market study though i tried to 
throw some numbers
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Large organizations .. Path to open source
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https://www.digitalocean.com/currents/december-2019/ - 5811 Survey respondents around the world - HackoberFest

https://www.digitalocean.com/currents/december-2019/


3 Pilars for a strategy

Why open 

source?

Benefits for customers, 

employees, and 

shareholders

Microsoft’s 

approach

Using, releasing, 

and contributing to 

open source

Culture

change

Building a sustainable 

open source culture

Replace by your
company name



Scenarios

Microsoft Open source

Replace by your
company name

https://github.com/SNCFdevelopers
https://maif.github.io/

https://github.com/societe-generale

https://www.societegenerale.com/en/open-source

https://github.com/SNCFdevelopers
https://maif.github.io/
https://github.com/societe-generale
https://www.societegenerale.com/en/open-source


Open Source Programs Office

For company-wide 
consistency, OSPO 
provides a single 
source of truth for 
policies and 
processes.



Facilitating communication @ Entreprise scale

OSS exec council 

Legal HR Security Accessibility

Industry peers

200,000

20,000
Employees working in GitHub

8,000
Open source projects released



Business considerations

What is the core value we’re 
delivering? Can open source help?

Online service, boxed 
product, or app store?

Internal use, bundled, or 
shipped to customer?



Each business decision is unique

Consistent experience across public repos (branding, code of conduct, license), but…



Policies and processes

Component registration

IP scanning

Repo setup tooling

Use of private repos

Security

Automated approvals

GitHub 2FA policy

CLA automation

Code of conduct

Accessibility

Data/insights

OSS licensing



Reducing Friction

Eliminate – what’s the driver for the friction? Ask why.

Automate – reduce manual steps.

Delegate – push decisions to key stakeholders.



Industry collaboration

OSPO collaborates with 
our peers across the 
industry to share 
best practices via the 
TODO group.

Microsoft participates in 
open source foundations: 
• Open Source Initiative
• Linux
• Eclipse
• Node
• Apache
• .NET

Replace by your
company name



In 2014, Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella 

directed all Microsoft engineers to 

"open source internally" - anyone at 

the company can see anyone else's 

code and use it as needed.

Building a sustainable 

open source culture 

at Microsoft



Rewards & motivation

Lasting culture change requires 

alignment with rewards and 

compensation.

All employees are asked at every performance review to 

describe how they are empowering others and how 

they are building on the work of others.

Open source is an officially recognized and 

documented core aspect of the developer skill set.





Discussion …


